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pmx: Automated Protein Structure and Topology
Generation for Alchemical Perturbations
Vytautas Gapsys,*[a] Servaas Michielssens,[a] Daniel Seeliger,*[b] and Bert L. de Groot*[a]
Computational protein design requires methods to accurately
estimate free energy changes in protein stability or binding
upon an amino acid mutation. From the different approaches
available, molecular dynamics-based alchemical free energy
calculations are unique in their accuracy and solid theoretical
basis. The challenge in using these methods lies in the need
to generate hybrid structures and topologies representing two
physical states of a system. A custom made hybrid topology
may prove useful for a particular mutation of interest, however, a high throughput mutation analysis calls for a more

general approach. In this work, we present an automated procedure to generate hybrid structures and topologies for the
amino acid mutations in all commonly used force fields. The
described software is compatible with the Gromacs simulation
package. The mutation libraries are readily supported for five
force fields, namely Amber99SB, Amber99SB*-ILDN, OPLS-AA/L,
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Introduction

agreement (correlation of 0.86) with experimentally obtained
free energy values was observed. A similar setup was used to
calculate change in the binding free energy of a DNA and a
zinc-finger transcription factor on a DNA nucleotide mutation.[15] Recently, MD-based alchemical free energy calculations
have been successfully applied to predict stabilizing mutations
in unbound ubiquitin, as well as in a complex with binding
partners.[16]
Although being highly accurate and theoretically sound, the
alchemical calculations also pose a number of technical challenges. As already mentioned, the computational cost of these
methods is higher in comparison to the statistical and (semi)empirical approaches. Second, the alchemical methods utilize
hybrid topologies of the molecules, the generation of which
requires specialized software or tedious and error-prone manual topology generation.
In the current work, we present a method to automatically
build hybrid protein structures and topologies for alchemical
free energy calculations. The method is compatible with the
force field organization and topology representation of Gromacs 4.5[17] and higher versions. Hybrid topology generation

In silico protein design has received a significant attention from
the computational structural biology community in the last decade.[1,2] One of the major goals in the field is the accurate estimation of the change in protein stability upon an amino acid
mutation. A related challenge is predicting protein–protein or
protein–DNA/RNA binding specificity subject to an amino acid
or a nucleotide mutation. Computational approaches to address
these questions differ in their predictive accuracy and computational cost.
The methods can be classified into two main branches.[3]
Statistical approaches build regression models trained on
experimental free energy data,[4,5] whereas simulation-based
methods utilize energy functions which guide sampling in the
protein conformational space. The computationally least
expensive simulation methods rely on the statistically or
empirically derived energy functions. These approaches are
usually limited to sampling the side-chain rotamers, for example, FoldX,[6] Robetta,[7] but may also allow restrained backbone motions, for example, ddg_monomer protocol[8] using
the Rosetta potential.[9] Another often used free energy calculation technique uses molecular dynamics (MD) or a distance
constraint-based sampling[10] combined with the solution of
the Poisson–Boltzmann (or Generalized Born) equation.[11–13]
The computationally most expensive approaches rely on first
principles. These methods are often termed alchemical, as
they exploit unphysical pathways along a thermodynamic
cycle, that is, atom morphing, creation, and annihilation. The
methods use molecular mechanics force fields as an energy
function; sampling of the correct thermodynamic ensemble is
ensured by the thermostatted and barostatted dynamics. The
strength of the alchemical approaches in capturing changes in
the protein thermostability upon an amino acid mutation was
demonstrated by Seeliger and de Groot.[14] In the study, a set
of 109 barnase mutations was analyzed and a remarkable
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force field parameters for the physical A and B states defined.
In the third step, the parameters are added by means of the
tool generate_hybrid_topology.py. The tool utilizes information
from the mutation library and extracts the required bonded
parameters from the force field files.
The aforementioned steps require a force field specific pregenerated mutation library. Although we have generated libraries for five commonly used force fields, we also provide the
tool (generate_hybrid_residue.py) to incorporate new force
fields. To provide a deeper insight into the pmx-workflow, we
continue with the description of the mutation library generator and follow with an outline of the structure and topology
construction.

Mutation library

Figure 1. An overall workflow of the pmx hybrid topology and structure
generation. The force field specific mutation libraries are created by generate_hybrid_residue.py using the amino acid topologies, bonded, and nonbonded parameters as defined in the force field of interest. By default pmx
provides mutation libraries for five commonly used force fields. A hybrid
mutated structure is generated by mutate.py. The Gromacs standard tool
pdb2gmx uses the hybrid structure to create its topology, which subsequently is processed by generate_hybrid_topology.py by adding the
required parameters for the A and B states.

relies on the force field specific pregenerated mutation libraries. Currently, we demonstrate successful incorporation of five
force fields, namely Amber99SB,[18] Amber99SB*-ILDN,[19,20]
OPLS-AA/L,[21,22] Charmm22*,[23] and Charmm36.[24] The provided toolkit enables generation of the mutation libraries in
other force fields as well.

Methodology
Overall workflow
The workflow of the pmx-based hybrid structure and topology
generation is summarized in Figure 1. The procedure starts
with the hybrid structure generation (mutate.py): after providing an initial protein structure, the user may select one or
more mutations to perform. As a result, a structure file is created containing a hybrid residue with the atoms of both, the
wild type and mutated amino acids. The atom mappings for
the hybrid structures are extracted from the pregenerated
mutation libraries. The second step in the workflow requires
the generation of a hybrid topology file. The mutation libraries
contain descriptions of the hybrid amino acids in the format
that is compatible with the standard Gromacs tool pdb2gmx.
The topology generated at this stage does not yet have the

To generate an entry in a mutation library, generate_hybrid_residue.py requires as input two structures of the amino acids,
force field nonbonded parameter and amino acid topology
files. The structures need to be superimposed on the backbone atoms. After reading in the residue structures and topologies into the pmx data structures, the tool aligns the side
chains by setting them to the same rotameric states. The
actual atom mapping between the residues follows one of
two routes: pairing predefined atoms or mapping as many
atoms as possible in the corresponding branches of the residues being morphed.
The predefined atom pairing is used for residues containing
aromatic rings: to avoid breaking the rings, these residues are
morphed into one another considering backbone and the
atoms up to Cc (including Cc). For the highly similar aromatic
residues, the ring atoms are mapped to be morphed as well,
for example, phenylalanine to tyrosine and different histidine
protonation forms among each other. If an aromatic residue is
morphed into a nonaromatic amino acid, the atoms up to Cb
are mapped. For glycine mutations, only the backbone atoms
are mapped. Atom mapping for the rest of the residues is performed by, first, pairing atoms up to Cb. Second, the branches
of the side chains are traversed and atom morphs are identified by a distance criterion, that is, atoms separated by less
than 0.55 Å are matched. The latter strategy works due to the
previous superposition of the backbone atoms and side-chain
alignment. For the atoms that are not paired to other atoms
dummies are assigned. The 0.55 Å distance criterion prevents
matching distant atoms, but also allows taking into consideration minor superpositioning inaccuracies.
To generate the full mutation library, the generate_hybrid_residue.py procedure is performed for every amino acid pair. The
collected output is a complete mutation database
(mutres.mtp), which contains information required by pmx in
the following steps. The database describes atom mappings,
coordinates of the hybrid residues, rules to morph the dihedrals that are found in the aminoacids.rtp file and rotatable
side-chain bonds with the according atom dependencies.
Atom masses are extracted from the atomtypes.atp database.
The mutres.rtp file contains entries of the hybrid residue
Journal of Computational Chemistry 2015, 36, 348–354
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Table 1. Summary of the mutation libraries and available mutations for the force fields included in pmx.
Force field
Amber99SB
Amber99SB*-ILDN
OPLS-AA/L
Charmm22*
Charmm36

FF name in pmx
amber99sbmut
amber99sb-star-ildn-mut
oplsaamut
charmm22starmut
charmm36mut

All
All
All
All
All

except
except
except
except
except

Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro

Mutations with CMAP
–
–
–
All except Pro and Gly
All except Pro and Gly

Hybrid structures are created by the tool mutate.py, which
requires as input the structure of a protein and the name of
the force field to be used. The path to the mutation libraries is
set by the Gromacs environmental variable GMXLIB. The residues to be mutated can be selected interactively after executing mutate.py or via an external text file.
Once the mutation is defined, the corresponding hybrid residue entry is extracted from the mutres.mtp database. As the
coordinates for the hybrid residues are already pregenerated,
the selected hybrid amino acid from the mutation library is
superimposed onto the protein wild type residue based on the
backbone and Cb atoms (if glycine is involved only the backbone atoms are used). Subsequently, the side-chain of the
hybrid residue is set to the same rotameric state as the wild
type amino acid. Finally, the hybrid residue atoms corresponding to the wild type atoms are set to the wild type atom positions, thus ensuring completely unchanged geometry of the
protein in its native state even with the hybrid residue included.
The last step in the procedure may introduce a minor distortion
in the B state, however, the correct geometry is restored in a
few energy minimization steps prior to starting the simulations.
In case a terminal residue is to be mutated, it needs to be
capped. Generation of hybrid residues for uncapped terminal
residues is not currently supported by pmx.

itly specified bonded parameters for either A or B state. It is
the function of the generate_hybrid_topology.py program to
extract the force field parameters and appropriately define
them in the topology file for both physical states. In this way,
generate_hybrid_topology.py mimics some functionality of the
Gromacs preprocessor grompp.
The script reads in the mutation library data (mutres.mtp)
and the bonded force field parameters (ffbonded.itp). First, the
atom types, masses, and partial charges for the B state are
assigned. By default, the dummy atom masses are set to 1.0
a.u., however, this feature may be disabled for a dummy to
retain the mass of an atom of the corresponding physical
state. Afterwards, the bond and angle parameters for the A
and B states are specified. For every bond/angle in the topology, the atom type-based search in ffbonded.itp is performed
and the parameters for the A and B states are extracted. If a
dummy atom is present in one of the states, the bond/angle
parameters of the other state are retained. The nonbonded
parameters, bonds and angles follow a 1 to 1 mapping
between the states A and B, that is, for one atom type, bond
or angle in the state A there is only one atom/bond/angle in
the state B. Therefore, these parameters can be directly
morphed between the states.
For the dihedral angles, the 1 to 1 mapping may not necessarily hold, as Gromacs allows defining several periodic functions for one dihedral. Therefore, a general solution to the
dihedral angle parameter morphing is to define seperate
entries for switching the dihedral potential to zero and turning
it back on when going from one physical state to another.
In other words, for dihedrals, a transition A $ B is split into
A $ 0 and 0 $ B. If a dummy atom is involved in a dihedral,
the on/off switching is not required and direct morphing is
used. The amino acid specific dihedrals and some impropers, in
case of the OPLS-AA/L force field, that are explicitly predefined
in the bonded parameter database, are always switched on/off
independent of whether a dummy atom is forming the dihedral.
For the Charmm force fields, the CMAP entries are not
assigned a B-state, because the alchemical CMAP parameter
morph is not supported by Gromacs. Instead the CMAP
entry generated by pdb2gmx is retained in the final hybrid
topology.

Hybrid topology

pmx data structures

The topology for the structure generated by the mutate.py can
be created using the native Gromacs tool pdb2gmx. The tool
utilizes the mutation library file mutres.rtp for a specific force
field. At this stage, the generated topology contains no explic-

Although the current work concentrates on the protein hybrid
stucture and topology generation, application of the pmx package may be much broader. pmx comprises a number of classes
and modules that can be utilized to set up MD simulations,

topologies that are compatible with the input expected by the
pdb2gmx tool.
For the Charmm family of force fields, the grid-based energy
correction map (CMAP)[25] correction entries are included in
the mutres.rtp file. However, the current Gromacs implementation[17] does not include the CMAP’s contribution into the @H=
@k during an alchemical transition. Nevertheless, alchemical
transitions with the enabled CMAP correction are correct for
all the amino acids, except glycine and proline, because the
/=w dihedral angle correction grids are identical for all the residues, apart from Gly and Pro. The summary of the generated
mutation libraries is provided in the Table 1. Proline mutations
are not supported in any of the force fields, as such a mutation would require bond breaking.
Hybrid structure
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Figure 2. A schematic illustration of the two main pmx data structures used in the hybrid structure and topology generation. The top row describes the
classes containing protein structure information, whereas the bottom rows describe the topological information. A detailed description can be found in
the main text.

manipulate structure, topology, atom index files, and build
analysis tools. Although a more detailed description of the
main classes and modules in the package can be found on the
pmx website, here we illustrate the two essential data structures for handling macromolecular structures and topologies.
The full structure of a biomolecule is stored in an instance
of the Model class, which contains the lists of chains, residues,
and atoms (Fig. 2). An instance of the Chain class contains the
lists of residues and atoms, while an instance of the Molecule
class stores the list of atoms only. The description of the
atoms, for example, name, id, coordinates so forth, is provided
by the attributes of an Atom class instance.
Objects of a molecular topology are created from the Topology class. The class inherits from the TopolBase lists with the
topology information parsed from the contents of a Gromacs
.itp or .top file. An instance of the TopolBase class also instantiates Molecule and Atom classes with the attributes read from
the user provided topology file. A Topology class instance contains the lists of the bonded and nonbonded force field
parameters that are parsed and stored in the attributes of the
BondedParser and NBParser classes, respectively.
Installation
The latest pmx version can be downloaded from the git repository from http://code.google.com/p/pmx/. The installation is
performed via the standard Python setup.py utility. pmx
requires Python 2.6 or 2.7 and the NumPy library (http://www.
numpy.org/). The environmental variable PYTHONPATH needs
to point to the installation path, whereas GMXLIB has to be
set to the mutation force field directory.

Validation
The validity of the hybrid structure and topology porting into
different force fields was assessed by calculating the free
energy changes over a thermodynamic cycle. Provided the correct implementation of the mutation libraries and the pmx
tools, the calculated change of the free energy over a complete cycle must match the theoretical value of 0 kJ/mol.
To construct the thermodynamic cycles, we utilized the double system in a single simulation box setup, as illustrated in
Figure 3A. In the example, the system contains two capped tripeptides: Gly-V2F-Gly and Gly-F2V-Gly. The peptides were positioned 3 nm apart. Upon an alchemical transition individual
peptides were morphed (Val to Phe and Phe to Val), as a
result, the physical states A and B remained unchanged.
In total, nine mutation pairs were simulated (Fig. 3B). To calculate the free energy differences, we performed 10 independent equilibrium simulations for every mutation, 10 ns each, for
the states A and B separately. Position restraints were applied
on the hybrid residue Ca atoms throughout the course of the
equilibrium runs to prevent peptide interaction. Concoord[10]
was used to generate starting peptide conformations. The system was solvated with TIP3P water.[26] For the Charmm family
of force fields the TIP3P water model with Van der Waals
parameters on hydrogen atoms was used. The simulations
were performed at 300 K temperature with the velocity rescaling thermostat.[27] The pressure was kept at 1 bar by means of
the Parrinello–Rahman barostat.[28] Long range electrostatic
interations were treated with the Particle Mesh Ewald
approach.[29] The simulation box was kept neutral by adding
0.15 M sodium and chloride ions. From every equilibrium
Journal of Computational Chemistry 2015, 36, 348–354
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Figure 3. Thermodynamic cycles used for validation. A) The double system in a single simulation box setup. Two tripeptides with the hybrid structures,
V2F and F2V, are placed in the same box. During an alchemical transition, valine is morphed into phenylalanine and phenylalanine into valine. The overall
state of the system remains unchanged, therefore, the calculated DDG must be equal to 0 kJ/mol. B: results of the DDG calculation over a closed thermodynamic cycle for nine amino acid mutation pairs for five force fields.

trajectory, after discarding the first 2 ns, 100 fast nonequilibrium molecular dynamic runs were spawned morphing the
system from one physical state to another in 50 ps. A softcore potential[30] was enabled for the alchemical transition
simulations.
The free energy difference calculation was based on the
Crooks Fluctuation Theorem[31,32] using the maximum likelihood estimator.[33] For every mutation, 10 free energy values
were calculated (one for every 10 ns equilibrium simulation
pair). The statistical error for each DDG value was estimated
using the bootstrapping approach. Subsequently, the error
was added and subtracted from the estimated free energy,
thus yielding two extreme DDG values. The standard deviation
over 20 such values for every mutation was reported as an
overall uncertainty, effectively reflecting on both, the statistical
error and the initial condition influence.

Results
A practical example
To give a more practical insight into the pmx-based hybrid
structure and topology generation, we will provide an example for a mutation of valine into phenylalanine in a Gly-Val-Gly
tripeptide in the Charmm22* force field.
Since pmx is designed to be compatible with Gromacs, it is
convenient to start with a protein structure already preprocessed by Gromacs. Running pdb2gmx in the first place ensures
the atom ordering and naming in accordance to the Gromacs
and selected force field conventions. Note that we only need
the structure file generated in this step, but not the topology:
pdb2gmx -f val.pdb -o val_pdb2gmx.pdb -ff charmm22starmut
The mutation and hybrid structure generation is performed by the mutate.py program. The preprocessed structure of the tripeptide (Fig. 4A) is supplied as an input. When
prompted, amino acid no. 2 (i.e., valine) is selected to be
mutated into Phe:
352
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python mutate.py -f val_pdb2gmx.pdb -o V2F.pdb -ff
charmm22starmut
The generated hybrid residue contains atoms of both amino
acids: valine and phenylalanine (Fig. 4B). The atoms that are
not present in valine (state A), but exist in phenylalanine (state
B) are marked as dummies. In the next step, the hybrid structure is supplied to pdb2gmx to generate the topology file:
pdb2gmx -f V2F.pdb -o V2F_pdb2gmx.pdb -p topol.top -ff
charmm22starmut
The hybrid topology is created by the script generate_
hybrid_topology.py:
python generate_hybrid_topology.py -p topol.top -o hybrid.top
-ff charmm22starmut
The output of a successful topology generation should
resemble the excerpts shown in Figure 4C. The given topology
example illustrates that the Cb atom of valine changes charge
when morphed into phenylalanine and the Hb atom becomes a
dummy at the B state. The phenylalanine’s Hb1 and Hb2 are present in the state B, but become dummies in state A. Similarly, the
parameters for bonds and angles are paired to be morphed
between the states. The excerpt from the dihedral section illustrates that the dihedrals are switched off (force constant 0.0 kJ
mol21) and afterwards switched back on.
Validation thermodynamic cycles
Thermodynamic cycles were constructed to validate the pmxbased hybrid residue structure and topology generation (Fig.
3A). The estimated double free energy differences are provided
in Figure 3B. The calculated DDG values fall closely to the theoretical 0 kJ/mol mark for all the force fields. This result confirms
the consistency of hybrid topology generation and proper
mutation library implementation within the pmx framework.
The charge changing mutations (D2R, S2E, and T2K) exhibit
larger fluctuations around the expected outcome value in comparison to the charge conserving mutations (I2L, N2Q, Y2W, F2V,
A2C, and M2H). The DDG value in case of the charge inversion
involving aspartate to arginine mutation fluctuates the most.
WWW.CHEMISTRYVIEWS.COM
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Figure 4. Illustration of the input/output structures and an output topology of the pmx scripts. A) A capped Gly-Val-Gly tripeptide as a starting structure
for the mutation. B) Structure of the tripeptide with the hybrid V2F amino acid. Valine (dark gray) is in the physical state A, whereas phenylalanine (light
gray) is in the state B. C) An excerpt from the hybrid V2F topology.

Discussion
As illustrated by the closed thermodynamic cycle validation,
pmx successfully generated hybrid structures and topologies
for different force fields. This test also demonstrates that the
structures and topologies are created consistently in the directions A2B and B2A, that is, A is described identically in both
A2B and B2A topologies and the same holds for B. It is the
internal consistency that allows cancellation of the dummy
effects during the transitions in the single system in a double
box setup, subsequently leading to a closed thermodynamic
cycle.
The performed validation checks provide no information on
the accuracy of the alchemical calculations in terms of agreement to the experimental measurements. The results from the
closed thermodynamic cycles, however, give a rough estimate
of a statistical uncertainty that could be expected for a certain
type of mutation in a force field of interest. For example,
charge change involving mutations exhibit larger fluctuations,
which may partially be attributed to the finite-size artefacts
related to the treatment of electrostatic interactions.[34]
In the validation step, glycine involving mutations were
intentionally discarded due to the specifics of the glycine residue. During an alchemical transition from glycine, the side
chain of a new amino acid may appear in a high energy
region of the Ramachandran plot. In turn, this would yield
poor convergence of the free energy calculation, which is not

instructive for the current purpose of the method validation.
Another glycine related issue is that in the current Gromacs
implementation[17] morphing of the CMAP correction is not
possible. Therefore, for a glycine involving mutation in a
Charmm family force field, CMAP needs to be switched off.
Although glycine mutations are not presented in this study,
they are included in the pmx mutation libraries. However, careful case-specific testing is advised for such mutations.
Proline involving mutations are not currently supported,
since there are several difficulties concerning the proline
alchemical morphing that would require additional investigation. First, the required bond creation/breakage would prevent
using the constraints on all bonds. If constraints are not used,
the creation of a bond may still appear to be slowly converging in terms of free energy. Another caveat lies in trapping
proline in a rarely populated stereoisomeric form when creating a bond. An approximate solution to proline mutation
could be leaving all the bonds intact and turning off the
angles and dihedrals that couple the N and Ca atoms via the
pyrrolidine ring. However, all these options require further
investigation.
pmx enables force field specific mutation library generation
via the utilities of generate_hybrid_residue.py. The tool was
designed to be compatible with the Amber, Charmm, and
OPLS force field families. Therefore, incorporation of a new
related force field is straightforward. However, due to the specifics of every force field, additional modification to the
Journal of Computational Chemistry 2015, 36, 348–354
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software may be required for the addition of other force fields.
For example, definitions of the bonded parameters in the
GROMOS[35] force field family within the Gromacs framework
differs from the other force fields. Thus, creating a GROMOS
port would naturally become more involved. Another useful
application of the library generation framework would be the
creation of a mutation database involving nonstandard amino
acids. This would enable computational evaluation of the posttranslational modification effects in terms of free energies.
Although the generation of new mutation libraries is possible,
it requires advanced pmx usage. For the hybrid structure and
topology generation using the provided force fields (Table 1),
the user simply needs to follow the steps outlined in the practical example of the Results section.
The objectives for the future pmx development include the
aforementioned nonstandard amino acid mutation library generation. Another direction involves the nucleic base mutation
update to the new pmx framework from an earlier implementation.[15] A more technical prospect is to ensure pmx compatibility with Python 3.0 and higher versions.

Conclusions
The pmx software enables automated hybrid amino acid structure and topology generation for all common biomolecular
force fields. These allow high-quality large-scale automated
alchemical free energy calculations due to amino acid mutations. Input/output of the program is compatible with the latest Gromacs versions. Utilities to include new mutation
libraries for other force fields are included in the package. pmx
can be downloaded from http://code.google.com/p/pmx/
Keywords: free energy calculations  molecular dynamics 
alchemy  thermostability  mutations
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